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What cycling means to us (part 1) 

I’m so pleased to be writing the column.  I’ve 
been an active member of the WRCC for a good 
10 or 12 years, and I’m happy to take a turn 
leading the club.  So to kick off this cycling 
season I want to talk a bit about cycling and 
friendship. 
     I was really struck by the eulogy that Jim 
Snell wrote for Corinne when she suddenly 
passed away earlier this year.  He talked about 
the friendships we develop as we pedal along 
talking, and the ways we get to know one another.  
Though we might think this is just casual chit-
chat, Jim spoke of really knowing what kind of 
person Corinne was in a very authentic, real way.   
     This seems like a good time to remember that 
we all play a role in getting to know new riders 
and welcoming them into our cycling culture, our 
friendship networks, and our lives.  I’ve had the 
good fortune of being among the first to meet a 
lot of people who’ve gone on to become active 
participants:  Sparky, Sandy, Greg Smith (both 
of them actually), Lisa, and more.  Do I always 
manage to muster some friendly conversation 
or to notice when a new rider is huffing along 
and having a tough time?  No… but I know it 
matters, and that small acts of kindness can make 
people feel like coming back.  Being observant 
and friendly with new (and not-so-new) riders is 
part of what makes them want to take part in our 
rides, and it doesn’t take an awful lot of effort.  

If you’re a ride leader particularly, being a good 
representative of the club is a big part of what will 
bring people back for more. 
     I also remember when I was new to the club—
one ride where my friend and I got dropped on 
our way out of Green Hill because we’d joined 
too fast a group, and our tentative effort to find 
our way home through West Point. We’d never 
cycled in that area before, and the main group 
was headed for Attica.  We were way out of our 
depth, and kind of scared to be abandoned!.  But 
on another early club ride I went on, this nice 
couple offered everybody fresh picked vegetables 

continued on page 3

Winter Banquet, 2016
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Club Officers • 2016
President
Pat Boling 497-0144
Vice President
Chris Yeomans 427-7290
Secretary
Laura Furey 414-430-0459
Treasurer
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490

Board Members
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Tom Moffett 463-6497
Bob Mrzlack 574 583-4699
Ryan Stremke           430-9511
 
Chair Officers
Membership
Dan Gadbery 497-1135
Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Advocacy
Pat Boling 497-0144
Mileage Log
Kay Thompson
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor
Carol Moffett 463-6497
Social Media
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster
Dave LeFevre 
dlefevre@gmail.com

Ride Coordinators
Chair & Calendar 
A (19+ mph) 
Chris Yeomans 427-7290 
B (17-19 mph)
Kevin Johnston            583-0739
C (15–17 mph)
Pat Boling 497-0144
D (13–15 mph)
Tom Moffett 463-6497
E (11–13 mph)
Gary Brouillard 742-7794
Novice (less than 11 mph)
Mark Levinthal 497-7155
MTB & Gravel Road
James Gross    366-4819
Touring & Camping
Kevin Luse 870-7808 

Board Changes
Please check the box at left for Year 2016 Officers, Board 
Members, and Ride Coordinators.  Outgoing Board 
Members this year were Carol Moffett and Tom Moffett.  
Tom Moffett has agreed to stay on and Ryan Stremke has 
agreed to replace Carol Moffett. 

Pat Boling replaces Howard Grabois as President, since 
Howard’s four year term limitation is up.

The rest of of the Year 2015 Club Officers have been asked 
by the Board to remain in their positions for the Year 2016 
and all have agreed except for Chris Yeomans who will 
need to be replaced as Vice President when he goes on 
sabbatical leave.

The Board Position vacated by Pat Boling in order to take 
over the duties of President will be filled in March.

                                    Thanks
A special thanks to Howard Grabois, our outgoing 
President, and Carol Moffett, our outgoing Board Member, 
for their work and involvement with the club.

M Power Yoga

R & D Computer Repair
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✺ Pat

from their garden—I stashed some in the shade 
underneath my car until after the ride, and thanked 
Dean and Kay for their generosity. 
     For all of us, old-timers or newbies, it means 
a lot to be welcomed and noticed.  A little interest 
and kindness goes a long way to help people forge 
new bonds and become part of a community.  
Some of us have the reputation of looking after 
the wait-for-me kittens and bringing lagging, 

tired riders along, while some of us are known 
for getting up front and never looking behind to 
see how others are faring.  Whichever describes 
you, one thing I’m sure of is that we can all 
strive to be more aware and generous in our 
riding habits.  I’m also sure it makes a difference.  
Remember that most of us ride to have fun, enjoy 
the company of our friends, challenge ourselves, 
feel safer by riding in a group, and learn new, cool 
places to ride.  On y va!

Paceline • What cycling means to us (part 1) 
continued from page 1

Save the Date Camping Ride
When:   Weekend, June 3-5, 2016
Where:  Starting from Kalberer on Friday, June 3
                Riding a few miles ending at Prophetstown State Park                                 for the night.  Saturday morning pick up camp and hit
                the road towards Shades State Park.
What to bring:  Self-contained or fully supported,
Ride Coordinator:  Kevin Luse
So come join us for one or two  nights (your choice) during National Bike Travel Weekend.   
Thousands of other cyclists across the nation, on the same weekend, will be celebrating 
40 years of the Adventure Cycling Association.
More details will be sent to the listserv and the May Newsletter.

Bicycle Touring & Camping
Callout

Saturday, April 7, 2012 • 2-3 pm
Tippecanoe Public Library Klondike Branch

(corner of Klondike & Lindberg Roads)

We plan to lead several weekend rides this summer and
hope you will join us as we start putting together specific details.

Please contact us with questions.

� Kevin Luse (kevinluse@yahoo.com)

Sue Ferringer (sueferringer@comcast.net)

Bicycle Touring & Camping
Callout

Saturday, April 7, 2012 • 2-3 pm
Tippecanoe Public Library Klondike Branch

(corner of Klondike & Lindberg Roads)

We plan to lead several weekend rides this summer and
hope you will join us as we start putting together specific details.

Please contact us with questions.

� Kevin Luse (kevinluse@yahoo.com)

Sue Ferringer (sueferringer@comcast.net)
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     WRCC Winter Banquet Fun
Photographs by Brent Russell (except where noted differently)
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         Friendships  &  Beer

continued on page 6Great to see Sparky!
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                  Good Food
WRCC Winter Banquet
continued from page 5
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          Pool  &  T-Shirts

continued on page 8

Our t-shirt was designed by an art student 
at Jeff High School.
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                      Awards

Howard gives Kathy the Kevin Emsweller Award for riding into a 
post on one of the trails.

Andy provides Kathy with the very best in bubble 
wrap jackets and tooth protection to protect her 
in any future accidents.

Gary receives the highest 
number of Bike Bucks (74) 
for his number of club ride  
leads in 2015.

WRCC Winter Banquet
continued from page 7
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When will Peter Sagan shave his legs?  
Even if you don’t follow bike racing closely, 
you probably know that shaving legs is a 
rite of passage in the sport.  Even amateur 
weekend warriors do it.  There’s probably a 
cyclist in your office who can’t stop talking 
about it.  (Disclosure:  I have been that guy in 
the office.) 
     But so far this year, Sagan - the current 
world champion and regarded by many as 
the best all-around pro rider on the planet - is 
keeping his legs hairy.  Photographs from 
races this weekend in Belgium appeared 
to show a sturdy layer of fuzz around the 
Slovakian rider’s legs.
     This is a significant development.  It 
remains to be seen if Sagan will stay a two-
legged were-wolf into the spring (it’s still leg 
warmer season in Europe) but should he 
refuse to shave by Tour de France, it has the 
potential to undermine one of cycling’s most 
prized traditions.  Think Dylan going electric.  
Or Dylan ignoring the electric shaver!  I’ll stop 
now.  I told you I’m stir-crazy.

Bikes! Bikes! And More Bikes!
by Jason Gay, The Wall Street Journal

submitted by Andy Hirsch
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Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company 
on the Levee

Your local source for 
everything cycling & fitness

Adventure Cycling Association

Affiations
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Electric bikes sound space-age yet they’re simple 
in concept. These modern marvels are akin to 
your favorite two-wheelers and are equipped with 
battery-powered electric motors that help propel 
you, all or part of the time. E-bikes as they’re 
often called, are popular because they’re quiet, 
non-polluting, and can make cycling a lot more 
fun for a lot more people.

A helping hand

For example, they’re ideal if you’d appreciate 
a little boost when climbing hills, fighting 
headwinds and riding for transportation or 
distance. Commuters find that the motor provides 
enough extra oomph to eliminate sweating. 
     In fact they typically generate from 100 to 
700 watts, which is a lot (750 watts is about one 
horsepower, 350 watts is the average a pro cyclist 
can sustain for an hour). So, you arrive at work 
calm, cool and collected. Plus, the motor makes 
it easier to carry the extra weight of your work 
clothes and lunch, laptop, cellphone, etc.

Versatility

Electric bikes are wonderful for other uses, too. 
They’ll let you keep up so you can enjoy riding 
with a significantly fitter person. They’ll let you 
travel further with a lot less effort so you can 
consider biking places you used to drive to. And, 
they make it possible to do things you might 
not be able to without motorized assistance, 
for example, pulling a trailer with the kids or 
groceries in it. Once you go electric you’re sure 
to find that it makes your everyday life easier and 
more convenient.

No special requirements

Because electric bikes are classified as bicycles, 
no license, registration and insurance are required, 
saving you a bundle (and there are no gas costs 
and only cheap, basic maintenance needs). 
What’s more, these zippy (top assisted speed is 
about 18 mph) bikes let you sneak around traffic 
jams, are a breeze to park and the most common 
battery type used, Lithium Ion, can be recharged 
in a few hours so the bike’s always ready to roll. 
These advantages have prompted many city 

ELECTRIC BICYCLES!

dwellers to buy battery bikes as a viable and hip 
transportation alternative to the automobile.

Great for fitness and fun, too

Don’t think that you won’t get any exercise 
buzzing around on your assisted steed, either. 
You’re repaid for pedaling with longer battery life 
(ingeniously, some models also use the energy 
produced by braking to recharge the battery). 
Plus, it feels great to pedal when it’s so easy to, so 
most e-riders actually pedal a lot. Some even ride 
their green machines as much for fun and staying 
in shape as they do for basic transportation. It’s 
nice knowing that you can head out to parts 
unknown unconcerned that you might tire out and 
not be able to pedal home. No worries. Just let the 
motor assist lend a helping hand!

Understanding the different types

There are two basic categories of electric two-
wheelers:

Pedal assist (also called pedelec) is an electric 
bicycle on which you must pedal in order to use 
the motor. It’s just like a conventional bicycle 
except that there’s a motor that senses that you’re 
pedaling and kicks in to aid the pedaling effort. It 
feels like you have the best tailwind of your life 
on a permanent basis. 

Power on command is an e-bike equipped with a 
motor controlled by a throttle. On these electrics, 
you don’t have to pedal to benefit from the motor. 
When you want power, just crank the throttle 
and away you go. You’ll be able to accelerate in 
the middle of a corner thus increasing traction. 
Of course, the less you pedal, the sooner you run 
out of juice in the battery. So, it’s best to help the 
motor by pedaling.

Besides the motors, electric bikes usually come 
equipped with comfortable seats and handlebars, 
flat-resistant tires, wide-range gearing and quick-
release seats for easy adjustment. You’ll find other 
nifty features on some models such as fenders, 
removable batteries, anti-theft alarms, sturdy 
kickstands and built in locks and lighting systems. 
It’s also possible to add other accessories you like 

from Bicycle Centres of Everett, WA
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to your e-bike should you want a bell, mirror or 
rack. 
     If you already have a bicycle you like for 
getting around that you’d like to upgrade to 
electric power, you’ll be happy to hear that there 
are also electric-bike kits available. We’re happy 
to help you choose the best kit and set it up.

Which e-bike type is best?

Both types of e-bikes work great and the best way 
to choose is to check some out. Keep in mind 
that they’re essentially still basic bicycles, so the 
things you would consider when shopping for a 
standard bike apply when looking for an e-bike, 
too. For example, what kind of drivetrain do 
you want? If you ride long distances with hills, 
you’ll probably want a bike with more gears than 
someone who sticks to flat pavement and shorter 
routes. 
     Likewise, how much braking power do you 
want? If you ride in wet, sloppy conditions you’ll 
appreciate all-weather, low-maintenance disc 
brakes. If you prefer not to bike in bad weather, 
you’ll be fine with standard rim brakes. 
     Other considerations to think about include 
whether you want suspension to smooth rides 
and enhance your comfort, how much carrying 
capacity you need, whether you want maximum 
flat-tire resistance and on-road/off-road capacity 
out of your wheels and tires or lightness and 
agility for easier pedaling. 
     And, there are other intriguing options. We 
already mentioned electric-motor kits to motorize 
almost any bike. There are also folding e-bikes 
that make storage and parking easier and even let 
you collapse the bike for tossing it in the trunk 
of a car should you need to catch a ride home. 
Another interesting product is an electric trailer 
that actually pushes you along, a setup that lets 
you simply remove the trailer anytime you want 
to ride your bike without power.

Motor matters

As you shop for your electric bike you’ll also find 
a wealth of technical information on motors. How 
much power do you need? Does it matter where 
the motor is located? Here’s some information to 
help you weigh the pros and cons.

Location

Motor location varies widely and goes a long 
way toward determining how your electric bike 
rides. The motor and battery are relatively heavy 
components on a light bicycle, so their weight 
affects steering, cornering, acceleration and 
aerodynamics. The motor’s position relative to 
the drivetrain also affects what drivetrains can be 
used as well as their function. 
We’ve shown the placement and the pros and cons 
of common motor locations in the chart below.

Motor location pros and cons:

Front motor

Balances bicycle weight distribution between 
drivetrain and motor.

Motor weight puts a strain on fork and head tube.

Compact motor form (in front hub).

Front wheel-drive traction.

Mid-bike motor

Puts weight just where you want it.

Often requires a non-standard frame. This may 
look odd or require hard-to-find components if 
you need to repair anything.

Any drivetrain possible (allows internally geared 
hubs).

May reduce available bottle mounts.

Doesn’t affect wheels, easier acceleration.
continued on page 12
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Electric Bicycles
continued from page 11

Watts under the seat?

How much power do you need? Will a 250-watt 
motor be underpowered? Do you need 700 watts? 
It’s important to realize that comparing watts 
is not necessarily comparing apples to apples. 
One manufacturer may list peak (maximum) 
wattage while another may list continuous (power 
consumption in a normal condition) wattage. 
More isn’t always 100% better.  
     What’s more, wattage isn’t torque. Without 
getting too scientific, we can explain torque as the 
amount of twisting force that your wheel applies 
to accelerate — it’s the amount of force that turns 
into acceleration. Wattage measures the amount of 
energy expended when velocity is held constant. 
This means that a bike with a lower wattage could 
provide more torque and thus feel faster and 
zippier than a bike with a slightly higher wattage 
(because the 20mph speed limit on electric power 
will eventually handicap the higher wattage 
motor). And neither consideration fully takes bike 
weight into account. 
     The takeaway is that you shouldn’t value a 
high-wattage engine over all other factors. 

FAQ

Can I ride an e-bike in the rain? Yes. Our electric 
bikes come waterproofed right from the factory. 
As long as you don’t submerge the whole bike in 
a lake, you won’t have a problem.

How fast can I go on an electric bike? Most 
electric bikes have a top assisted speed of 18 to 22 
mph. Above that speed, the electric shuts off.

How far can I go on one charge? Electric bike 
range varies from 15 to 60 miles by model. How 
far you go on a single charge will also depend on 
your weight, the weight of your cargo, the terrain, 
and wind. How much you pedal and which power 
setting you use (if any) also affect range.

How much does it cost to operate an electric 
bike? Based on the price of electric, it typically 
costs 6 to 14 cents a mile to charge and maintain. 
Compare that with a car at over 50 cents a mile.

Will a conventional bike keep me in better 
shape? Yes — but only if you use it as much as 
the electric bike. Many e-bike users find that the 
electric’s benefit on hills and into wind eliminates 
their fear of riding and gets them out on the bike 
when they otherwise might not ride. Some are 
more fit because they ride more often. 

We hope these tips help you understand electric 
bicycles more. 

Rear motor

Allows regenerative braking.

Bicycle weight placement favors a sitting 
position. Standing and high-speed cornering 
trickier.

Stable mount.

Not compatible with internally geared hubs.
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Don’t forget to check out our webpage for 
Out-of-Town Rides. You can get to it with 
the click of a button, located on the bar 
directly underneath our Club Calendar. 
There you’ll find a list of rides in Indiana, 
neighboring states, and beyond. Road 
rides, gravel road rides, any kind of ride 
that folks are interested in is included. 
Most of them are rides that WRCC 
members have done in the past, or plan 
on riding this year. Wherever possible 
you’ll be able to click on the ride to go to 
its website for more information. 

If you are planning on a ride that isn’t 
included, you can add it easily. Just click 
on the “Report an Out-of-Town Ride” 
button and fill out the form. If you would 
like to be the ride coordinator for any Out- 
of -Town Ride you can click on the same 
button and add your name as the ride’s 
coordinator. 

Out-of-Town Rides

Time to plan your 2016 
out-of-town rides
You can earn club miles for 
participating in major rides during 
the season. In order for the ride to 
qualify, a member needs to volunteer 
to be ride coordinator for the event.
The ride coordinator serves as the 
primary contact for ride information, 
helps organize the venture, and 
collects a list of mileage ridden by 
WRCC participants.

Registration tips
Many of these events have limited numbers 
and discounts for early registration. Check the 
websites NOW for any rides that interest you.

Mark Your 
Calendars

Upcoming Rides
Redbud Ride: April 23 (with warm-up ride on          
April 22 and recovery ride on April 24), London, 
KY

Rupert’s Bicycle Jamboree:  May 21, 
Shelbyville, IN.  This ride replaces the Morse 
Lake Metric.

Horsey Hundred:  May 28-29, Georgetown, KY



Name  Date

Address

City State Zip

Telephone (               ) Occupation

E-mail

Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.

WRCC Membership Form

Type of Membership
❏ Student .................... $15
❏ Individual ................$20
❏ Family ......................  $25

Average Speed
❏ 19–21+ ..........................A
❏ 17–19 ............................. B
❏ 15–17 ............................ C
❏ 13–15 ............................ D
❏ 11–13 ..............................E
❏ 11 & under .......Novice

Cycling Type
❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

T-Shirt Size
❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

1. Return form & dues to:
Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

2. You may also pay your 
dues conveniently and  
securely with PayPal at 
the WRCC Web site:  
www.wrcc-in.org

❏ I am willing to lead rides.
Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana? Yes ❏  No ❏
May we publish your name in our directory? Yes ❏  No ❏

Check all
that apply.

✂

http://www.wrcc-in.org

